2013-2018 Published Poems

2018

Haibun published in Twelve Rivers
Haibun (sliding doors 2 haiku, Nirvana 1 haiku) published in Twelve Rivers.

Senryu published in Twelve Rivers
Senryu (hate) published in Twelve Rivers #9.2.

Haiku published in Spillwords
Haiku (Zu-ganji) published in Spillwords.
http://spillwords.com/zuigan-ji/

Haibun published in Spillwords
Haibun (Matsushima, 4 haiku) published in Spillwords Halloween Special.
https://spillwords.com/matsushima/

Haibun published in Blithe Spirit
Haibun (sandboy) published in Blithe Spirit #28.4.

Haibun and haiku published in Ephemerae
Haibun (the hermit, sister of mercy 2 haiku) & haiku (fledgling, driving rain) published in Ephemerae 1 C.

Haibun published in Suspect Device
Haibun (Well Worn) published in Suspect Device punk fanzine.
http://suspectdevicehq.blogspot.com/p/columns.html

Tanka prose published in Ribbons
Tanka prose (Brightworthy Barrow) published in Ribbons #14.3.

Haibun published in Spillwords
Haibun (Oulton John, 4 haiku) published in Spillwords.
http://spillwords.com/oulton-john/

Tanka published in Parkrun News
Tanka (pillbox) published in Parkrun News (Mersea Parkrun #89).

Haiku published in Presence
Haiku (toadflax) published in Presence, Issue 62.
Tanka published in TSA Anthology
Tanka (comic) published in Tanka Society of America Anthology, Of Love and War.

Haiku published in Blithe Spirit
Haiku (thundercloud, abstract art, Bermuda Triangle) published in Blithe Spirit #28.4

Haibun published in Parkrun News
Haibun (The Pacer) published in Parkrun News (Moors Valley Parkrun #145).

Haiku published in Wales Haiku Journal
Haiku (winter gale) published in Wales Haiku Journal.
https://www.waleshaikujournal.com/summer-2018

Haibun published in Contemporary Haibun Online
Haibun (Barry White is Dead) published in Contemporary Haibun Online Issue 14.3.
http://contemporaryhaibunonline.com/pages143/Gardiner_Barry.html

Haiku published in Spillwords
Haiku (smoke rings) published in Spillwords.
http://spillwords.com/smoke-rings/

Haibun published in Under the Basho

Haiku published in The Flintknapper's Ghost
Haiku (22 unpublished haiku in haibun) published in haibun collection.

Haiku published in Acorn
Haiku (rain shadow) published in Acorn Issue 41.

Haibun published in Memoirs of a Geisha
Haibun (bespoke, 2 haiku) published and translated into Italian in Memoirs of a Geisha.

Haibun and haiku published in Ephemerae
Haibun (Mousehold) and haiku (rain check) published in Ephemerae 1 B.

Haibun published in The Weekly Creative
Haibun (long hot summer) published in The Weekly Creative.
https://theweeklycreative.com/theweeklycreative/tim-s-output
Haibun published in Haibun Today
Haibun (dolphins don't lie) published in Haibun Today Issue 12.3.
http://haibuntoday.com/ht123/H_Gardiner_Dolphins.html

Haibun published in Three Drops from a Cauldron
Haibun (the warlock and the witchfinder, 6 haiku) published in Three Drops from a Cauldron Iss 25, 2019.

Cherita published in The Cherita
Cherita (The Mayflower Line) published in The Cherita Issue 2.2.

Haibun published in Hedgerow
Haibun (shortcut) published in Hedgerow Issue 24.

Haibun published in Memoirs of a Geisha
World Cup haibun (Ciao Ciao, 2 haiku) published in Memoirs of a Geisha.

Haiku published in Blithe Spirit 28.3
Haiku (bed bug, deserted halt) published in Blithe Spirit 28.3.

Haibun published in KYSO Flash
Haibun (hazard, old lace) published in KYSO Flash, Issue 10.

Tanka prose published in Haibun Today
Tanka prose (on the shelf, 2 tanka) published in Haibun Today Issue 12.3.
http://haibuntoday.com/ht123/TP_Gardiner_OntheShelf.html

Haiku published in Horizon
Haiku (wind chimes) published in Horizon anthology, 2018.

Haibun published in Akitsu Quarterly
Haibun (ascension, Breckland bucks 2 haiku) published in Akitsu Quarterly Fall 2018.

Haibun published in The Weekly Creative
Haibun (Mister Wright, 4 haiku) published in The Weekly Creative.
https://theweeklycreative.com/theweeklycreative/tim-s-output

Haibun published in Le Lumachine
Haibun (ghosts) published in Le Lumachine No. 28, translated into Italian.
Haiku published in Poetry Pea
Haiku (sand hill) published in Poetry Pea podcast.
http://poetrypea.com/week-28-the-haiku-chronicle-podcast-memories/

Haiku published in BHS Anthology
Haiku (fell breeze) published in Wild, the British Haiku Society Anthology 2018.

Haibun published in The Weekly Creative
Haibun (seven wonders of the Shotley Peninsula, 7 haiku) published in The Weekly Creative.
https://theweeklyc.wixsite.com/theweeklycreative/tim-s-output

Haiku published in Presence

Haibun published in Haibun Today
Haibun (refurb) published in Haibun Today Issue 12.2.
http://haibuntoday.com/ht122/H_Gardiner_Refurb.html

Haibun published in The Weekly Creative
Haibun (the seventh floor) published in The Weekly Creative.
https://theweeklyc.wixsite.com/theweeklycreative/tim-s-output

Tanka to be published in Its Own Place Anthology
Tanka prose (Judas Gap, 2 tanka) and tanka (on the edge, cormorants) to be published in Its Own Place.

Haibun published in The Weekly Creative
Haibun (Boudica's Bones, 2 haiku) published in The Weekly Creative.
https://theweeklyc.wixsite.com/theweeklycreative/tim-s-output

Haibun and tanka prose published in Scryptic
Haibun (the ghost gang, 4 haiku) and tanka prose (metrosexual) published in Scryptic Issue 2.1.

Haibun published in Contemporary Haibun Online
Haibun (Boggis Electrical, 4 haiku) published in Contemporary Haibun Online Issue 14.2.
http://contemporaryhaibunonline.com/pages142/Gardiner_Boggis.html

Haiku published in Presence
Haiku (meerkat) published in Presence Issue 61.

Haibun published in Blithe Spirit
Haibun (the wine rack, 2 haiku) published in Blithe Spirit Issue 28.2.
Poems published in Eel anthology
Haibun (Judas Gap) and cherita (full of eels) published in The Creel, an eel anthology.

Haiku published in Under the Basho
Personal best haiku (summit cairn) published in Under the Basho 2018.

Haiku published in Under the Basho
Haiku (empty tomb) published in Under the Basho 2018.

Haiku published in Under the Basho
One line haiku (white dwarf, snowdrift, Mary Rose) published in Under the Basho 2018.

Senryu published in Failed Haiku
Senryu (snowperson, wire walker, spring bonfire) published in Failed Haiku Issue 28.

Tanka published in Ribbons
Tanka (punch and judy) published in Ribbons 14.2.

Haibun featured by Cicatrice
Haibun (the big T, 3 haiku) featured by Cicatrice Journal on 24 Hour Inspired radio show.
https://www.mixcloud.com/24HrInspire/thurs-5-6pm-cicatrice-rebecca-sandeman-and-sam-kendall/

Haiku published in Blithe Spirit

Tanka published in Ribbons
Alfred Munnings tanka (river clouds) published in Ribbons 14.1.

Haibun published in Scryptic Anthology
Haibun (the witches' tree) published in Scryptic: Best of 2017-2018 Anthology.

Tanka published in Spillwords
Tanka (May Day) published in Spillwords.
http://spillwords.com/may-day/

Haiku published in Akitsu Quarterly
Haiku (forest dawn, warlock hill) published in Akitsu Quarterly, Summer 2018.
Haiku published in Inner Voices
Haiku (comma butterfly) published in Inner Voices, part of International Women's Haiku Festival 2018.

Tankart published in Skylark

Haiku published in Ephemerae
Haiku (mountain pass, north face) published in Ephemerae Issue 1A.

Haiku published in Cattails
Haiku (summer drought) published in Cattails, April 2018.

Haiku published in The Mamba
Haiku (love grass, tyre tracks) published in The Mamba Issue 5.

Haiku published in Memoirs of a Geisha
https://eueufemia.wordpress.com/2018/03/01/tim-gardiner-e-alexandra-davis/

Haiku included in Best of the Mainichi 2017
Haiku (decree absolute) featured in Best of Mainichi 2017.
https://cdn.mainichi.jp/vol11/2018/02/16/20180216p2a00m0na023000q/0.pdf

Haibun published in Cattails
Haibun (sanctuary) published in Cattails, April 2018.

Haiku published in Hedgerow
Haiku (rip tide) published in Hedgerow Issue 123.

Senryu published in Memoirs of a Geisha
Winter Olympics senryu (bobsleigh, mogul, figure skating) to be published in Memoirs of a Geisha.
https://eueufemia.wordpress.com/2018/02/15/tim-gardiner-winter-olympics-senryu/

Tanka published in Skylark
Alfred Munnings tanka (gray horse, last light) published in Skylark 6.1.
Tanka prose published in Skylark
Tanka prose (reunion) published in Skylark 6.1.

Senryu published in Chanokeburi
Senryu (dinner for two, double rainbow) published in Chanokeburi.

Haibun published in Chanokeburi
Haibun (to S.F.) published in Chanokeburi.

Senryu published in Scifaikuest

Haibun published in Scifaikuest
Haibun (the count of Carfax, 5 haiku) published in Scifaikuest, November 2018.

Haibun published in The Other Bunny
Haibun (the skeleton overlord, 4 haiku) published in The Other Bunny.
https://theotherbunny.blog/2018/04/30/the-skeleton-overlord/

Haibun published in The Other Bunny
Haibun (ice queen, 2 haiku) published in The Other Bunny.
https://theotherbunny.blog/2018/05/07/ice-queen/

Haiku published in Spillwords
Haiku (the scent of spring) published in Spillwords, 24th February.
http://spillwords.com/the-scent-of-spring/

Haiku published in The 13 Alphabet
Haiku (5 poems) published in The 13 Alphabet, Issue 3.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_2KUphwLopMlr_ru3jIrzikAfRZmO6PC/view

Cherita published in The Cherita
Cherita (eels, narrow canoe, shire horses) published in The Cherita, Issue 10 (now I listen).

Senryu published in Failed Haiku
Haibun published in KYSO Flash

Haibun published in Contemporary Haibun Online

Haibun published in Haibun Today
Haibun (out of print) published in Haibun Today.
http://haibuntoday.com/ht121/H_Gardiner_Out.html

Haiku published in Acorn
Haiku (fireflies) published in Acorn Issue 40.

Poetry Competition Winner
Suffolk Flora Preservation Trust Poetry Competition Winner (2018) with Debris (3 haiku).

Senryu published in Incense Dreams
Senryu (walled garden) published in Incense Dreams.
http://chanokeburi.it/incense-dreams-issue-2-1-march-2018-silence_1/

Haiku published in Scryptic
Hitchcock sequence (shadow play, 7 haiku) with Maria Laura Valente published in Scryptic 1.4.
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/396b91_2e9da4d446d04ff399a229b139627a38.pdf

Haibun published in Blithe Spirit
Haibun (ticket 250654, half a person, bombus) published in Blithe Spirit 28.1.

Haiku published in Blithe Spirit
Haiku (Trojan Horse, Mersey breeze, Alcatraz) published in Blithe Spirit 28.1.

Tanka prose published in Ribbons
Alfred Munnings tanka prose (Florence) published in Ribbons 14.1.

Haiku published in Sonic Boom Anthology
Haiku (railroad worm) published in Best of Paper Lanterns Anthology (Vol. 1).

Tanka prose published in Country-Side
Tanka prose (From Tokyo with Tanka, 10 tanka) published in Country-Side magazine, Vol 34, No. 8.
**Haiku published in Le Lumachine**

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/0ba2eb_e641df3c2bdc4328baf74c28c35604db.pdf

**Included in Top 100 Euro Haiku Poets**

Included in Europe's Top 100 Haiku Poets  

**Haiku in European Kukai** Haiku (man in the moon) received 2 pts in 20th European Quarterly Kukai Contest. http://europeankukai.blogspot.co.uk/2017/12/results-of-european-quarterly-kukai-20.html

**Haiku published in Akitsu Quarterly**

Dan chi haiku (wading pool, bottle fly) published in Akitsu Quarterly Spring 2018.

**Haiku published in Poetry Pea**

Munnings haiku (3 haiku, snow birds, barge, aspen) published in Poetry Pea.  
http://poetrypea.com/week-47-sabi/

**Haiku published in Presence**

Haiku (busman's holiday, wheelbarrow) published in Presence 60.

**Poems published in Arlingtons anthology**

Two free verse poems (cacti, the old tusker) published in A Taste of Arlingtons anthology.

**Haibun published in Suspect Device**

Haibun (down by the jetty, 2 haiku) published in Suspect Device online column.  
http://suspectdevicehq.blogspot.co.uk/p/columns.html

**Haiku runner up**

Haiku (smuggler's coracle) selected as runner up for Museum of Haiku Literature Award, Blithe Spirit 27.4.

**Senryu published in Failed Haiku**

Senryu (selfie stick, mediation, Mount Fuji, Colosseum) published in Failed Haiku, Issue 24.  
2017

**Haiku Honorary Mention**
Haiku (Lapland snow) received Honorary Mention in Wivenhoe Off the Rails Christmas Competition 2017.

**Tanka published in Ribbons**

**Senryu published in Brass Bell**
Senryu (long lane) published in Brass Bell, December 2017.

**Haiku published in Per Diem**
Haiku (pondskater) published in The Haiku Foundation's Per Diem feature, 5 April 2018.

**Haibun published in Incense Dreams**
Haibun (footprints) published in Incense Dreams 1.3.

**Haiku published in Incense Dreams, Haiku Cave**
Haiku (glow-worm) published in the Haiku Cave (editor's selection), Incense Dreams 1.3.

**Haiku published in Incense Dreams**
Haiku (saloon door, sickle moon, Perseids) published in Incense Dreams 1.3.

**Haiku published in Diversifly book**

**Senryu published in Failed Haiku**
Senryu (tumbleweed, django, crickets court) published in Failed Haiku, Issue 23.

**Tanka prose wins Scryptic Halloween Contest**
Tanka prose (The Haunted Mere, 1 tanka) wins textual art category in Scryptic Halloween Contest, 2017.
[http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/396b91_98d1f54738e74f299b3fb5b0f970be47.pdf](http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/396b91_98d1f54738e74f299b3fb5b0f970be47.pdf)
Haibun published in Contemporary Haibun Online
Haibun (Felixstowe Ferry) published Contemporary Haibun Online 13.4.
http://contemporaryhaibunonline.com/pages134/Gardiner_Felixstowe.html

Haibun published in Scryptic
Haibun (The Witches' Tree, The Ducking Stool, 6 haiku) published in Scryptic 1.3.
http://docs.wixstatic.com/udg/396b91_6cbbee5144d74926b4fe161d262e29c6.pdf

Haiku published in Hedgerow
Haiku (killer frost) published in Hedgerow Issue 121.

Political haiku in Haiku for Change
Haiku (draining the swamp) published in 2nd Annual Haiku for Change collection on 100k Poets for Change.

Tanka prose published in Blithe Spirit
Tanka prose (Penelope) inspired by The White Canoe (Alfred Munnings) published in Blithe Spirit 27.4.

Haiku and haibun published in Brandon Voices Anthology
Haiku sequence (sparks 3 poems) and haibun (the flintknapper's ghost) published in Brandon Voices, 2017.

Haibun and haiku published in Blithe Spirit
Haibun (Summer at Skyfall) and haiku (zip wire, leapfrog, crossbar) published in Blithe Spirit 27.4.

Haibun and senryu published in Failed Haiku
Haibun (The Drifter, Bottle Party) and senryu (poolside dogs, HMS Victory, quicksand, punk gig) published in Failed Haiku.

Tanka prose published in Haibun Today
Tanka prose (Hide and Seek, 3 tanka) published in Haibun Today 11.4.

Haibun published in Presence
Haibun (The Watchman) published in Presence 59.
Haiku published in Presence
Haiku (empty barge, empty pavilion) published in Presence 59.

Haibun published in Haibun Today
Haibun (The Water Between Us, 1 haiku) published in Haibun Today 11.4.

Poem published in Visual Verse
http://visualverse.org/submissions/boot-hill/

Tanka prose published in Skylark
Tanka prose (snowflakes in summer, 3 tanka) published in Skylark Issue 5.2.

Haiku published in Under the Basho

Haiku published in Under the Basho
Modern haiku (autumn crickets, floodlight starlings, pondskater, ice) published in Under the Basho 2017.

Haiku published in Memoirs of a Geisha
Haiku (catching grasshoppers) translated into Italian and published in Memoirs of a Geisha.

Haiku published in Memoirs of a Geisha
Alfred Munnings haiku (sandpit) translated into Italian and published in Memoirs of a Geisha.
https://eueufemia.wordpress.com/2017/08/31/tim-gardiner/

Haiku published in Under the Basho
One-line haiku (April breeze, noctilucent cloud, rainbow's end) published in Under the Basho 2017.

Haibun published in Cattails
Haibun (A Flower in December, 1 haiku) published in Cattails October 2017 Issue.
Poem published in Visual Verse
http://visualverse.org/submissions/lone-tree-saloon/

Haiku published in Acorn
Haiku (mayfly) published in Acorn Issue 39.

Haibun published in Hedgerow
Haibun (Pleshey, 4 haiku) published in Hedgerow Issue 120.

Haibun published in The Other Bunny
Haibun (Cheat, 2 haiku) published in The Other Bunny.
https://theotherbunny.blog/2017/12/18/cheat/

Tanka published in TSA Anthology

Tanka prose published in Haibun Today
Tanka prose (All Around the Wrekin, 3 tanka) published in Haibun Today 11.3.
http://www.haibuntoday.com/ht113/TP_Gardiner_AllAround.html

Haiku and tanka published in Alde Valley Festival Anthology
Haiku (pink gull, green gourd) and tanka (single chair, embers, rusted scythe) published in Feasts of Autumn anthology 2017.

Haiku published in They Gave Us Life Anthology
Haiku (summit cairn) published in They Gave Us Life: Celebrating Mothers, Fathers & Others in Haiku.

Haiku and haibun published in Blithe Spirit
Haiku (batting crease, coracle, lone ranger) and haibun (Expectations) published in Blithe Spirit 27.3.

Haibun published on Pop My Mind
Haibun (Cats Only Live Once, 1 haiku) published on Pop My Mind.
http://www.popmymind.com/content/1871

Haiku published in The Mainichi
Haiku (decree absolute) published in The Mainichi, 13th June 2017
http://mainichi.jp/english/articles/20170524/p2g/00m/0fe/098000c
Poem published in Visual Verse
http://visualverse.org/submissions/gums-2/

Haibun published in Contemporary Haibun Online
Haibun (The Death Star Disco, 2 haiku) published in Contemporary Haibun Online 13.2.

Haibun published in Presence
Haibun (hut 6) published in Presence 58.

Haiku published in Presence
Haiku (Fuji shrine) published in Presence 58.

Haiku published in Akitsu Quarterly
Haiku (Basho's crater, Milky Way, seven sisters) published in Akitsu Quarterly Winter 2017 issue.

Poems published in Memoirs of a Geisha
Haiku and tanka translated into Italian and published in Memoirs of a Geisha.
https://eueufemia.wordpress.com/2017/05/04/tim-gardiners-haiku/
https://eueufemia.wordpress.com/2017/05/06/tim-gardiners-haiku-2/
https://eueufemia.wordpress.com/2017/05/12/tim-gardiners-haiku/
https://eueufemia.wordpress.com/2017/05/16/tim-gardiners-haiku-2/
https://eueufemia.wordpress.com/2017/07/02/tim-gardiners-tanka/

Poem published in Visual Verse
http://visualverse.org/submissions/victims/

Haiku published in Otata

Poems to be published in Apparitions
Haiku (chimes), haibun (Hangman's Hill) and tanka (tsunami) to be published in Apparitions.

Tanka prose published in Haibun Today
Tanka prose (Elizabeth, 3 tanka) published in Haibun Today 11.2.
http://haibuntoday.com/ht112/TP_Gardiner_Elizabeth.html
Haiku published in HSA Anthology
Haiku (Mount Rushmore) published in 2017 Haiku Society of America On Down the Road Anthology.

Haiku in The Haiku Foundation collection

Tanka published in One Man's Maple Moon Vol. III
Tanka (honking geese) published in One Man's Maple Moon Vol. III. https://issuu.com/neverendingstoryhaikutanka/docs/volume_three

Haiku published in Brass Bell
Colourful haiku (bingo lights) published in Brass Bell, May 2017 issue. http://brassbellhaiku.blogspot.co.uk/2017/05/colorful-haiku.html

Haiku included in Best of the Mainichi 2016
Haiku (old man's beard, sumo) featured in Best of Mainichi 2016 https://mainichi.jp/eng/20170410/p2a/00m/0na/016000d

Haiku published in Inner Voices

Haiku published in The Cicada's Cry

Tanka prose published in Suspect Device
Tanka prose (Tandle Hill, 4 tanka) published in Suspect Device punk fanzine column. http://suspectdevicehq.blogspot.co.uk/p/columns.html

Haiku published in Eastern Daily Press

Haiku published in Butterfly Dream Vol. III
Poem published in Salopeot
Poem (dark matter) published in Salopeot Issue 165.

Haiku published in Hedgerow
Haiku (ha-ha) published in Hedgerow, Issue 110.

Haiku published in Blithe Spirit
Haiku (forget-me-nots, platform light, shutter snow) and haibun (The Walls, 2 haiku) published in Blithe Spirit 27.2.

Haibun published in Cattails

Haiku published in Cattails

Haiku published in BHS anthology

Haiku published in Hedgerow

Haiku published in The Mamba

Poetry review

Tanka published in Skylark
Tanka (Stone Mountain, Standing Rock) and 3 tanka pairs (with Alexandra Davis) published in Skylark 5.1.

Senryu published in Failed Haiku
Five senryu (cheeseburger, basho's house, new year, leap second, jabba) published in Failed
Haiku 2.14.

Tanka prose published in Aldeburgh Gazette
Tanka prose (the moot mole cricket, 1 tanka) published in Aldeburgh Gazette No. 625.
http://www.southwoldpress.co.uk/aldgaz.pdf

Haibun published in Contemporary Haibun Online
Haibun (the secret chamber, 1 haiku) published in Contemporary Haibun Online 13.1.

Poem and haibun published in Without Walls anthology
Poem (Friday Woods) and haibun (rope, 2 haiku) published in Without Walls anthology.

Haiku published in Brass Bell
Haiku (arterial road) published in Brass Bell, February 2017 issue, based on events of 18th January, 2017.

Tanka prose published in Haibun Today
Tanka prose (a letter from the butterfly garden, 2 tanka) published in Haibun Today 11.1.
http://haibuntoday.com/ht111/TP_Gardiner_ALetter.html

Haiku published in Issa book
Haiku (world peace, dreams of Fuji) published in Write Like Issa: A Haiku How To.
https://www.createspace.com/6847811

Poem published in The Seventh Quarry
Poem (the haunted room) published in The Seventh Quarry Summer/Autumn 2018 issue.

Tanka prose published in The Seventh Quarry
Tanka prose (rehab, 1 tanka) published in The Seventh Quarry Winter/Spring 2018 issue.

Haibun published in The Seventh Quarry

Haiku published in Akitsu Quarterly
Haiku (bluebell) published in Akitsu Quarterly Spring 2017 issue.

Haiku published in the Financial Times
Description of haiku
One word to describe haiku included on Daily Haiku.
https://charlottedigregorio.wordpress.com/2017/01/08/your-words-to-describe-haiku/

Tanka prose published in Ribbons
Tanka prose (the old seawall, 2 tanka) published in Ribbons 13.1
Journal of the Tanka Society of America.

Haiku published in Butterfly Dream
Haiku (winter rain, crane at dusk) translated into Chinese in Butterfly Dream.
http://neverendingstoryhaikutanka.blogspot.co.uk/2017/09/butterfly-dream-winter-rain-haiku-by.html

Tanka published in One Man's Maple Moon
Tanka (dark memorial) translated into Chinese in One Man's Maple Moon.

Haiku published in The Heron's Nest
Haiku (young coppice) published in The Heron's Nest 19.1.

Tanka published in Ribbons

Haiku published in The Mainichi, Japanese newspaper
http://mainichi.jp/english/articles/20161129/p2g/00m/0fe/096000c

Haiku runner up
Haiku (wasp gall) selected as runner up for Museum of Haiku Literature Award, Blithe Spirit 26.4.

Tanka prose published in Essex anthology
Tanka prose (Wrabness, 4 tanka) published in Essex Belongs to Us anthology, 2017.

Haiku published in Wild Plum
Haiku (white horse) published in Wild Plum 3.1.

Haiku published in Presence
Haiku (grey plover, limpet) published in Presence 57.
Senryu published in Ink, Sweat & Tears
Senryu (Christmas Eve, high chair) published in Ink, Sweat & Tears.
http://www.inksweatandtears.co.uk/pages/?p=12898

Haiku published in Brass Bell
Happiness haiku (robin) published in Brass Bell, January 2017.
http://brassbellhaiku.blogspot.co.uk/2017/01/happiness-haiku.html

2016 and before

Tanka published in One Man's Maple Moon
Tanka (loneliness of winter) translated into Chinese in One Man's Maple Moon
http://neverendingstoryhaikutanka.blogspot.co.uk/2016/12/one-mans-maple-moon-single-thread-tanka.html

Poetry workshop University of Suffolk
Led 'Turning Japanese' poetry workshop (haiku for beginners) on 13th December 2016 at University of Suffolk.

Haiku published in Blithe Spirit
Haiku (shrine steps, cumulus clouds) and tanka (art museum) published in Blithe Spirit 27.1.

Poetry reading Do You Speak Seagull?
Read haibun (trawler gulls) and tanka prose (the old seawall) on 3rd December 2016 as part of the Zoomorphic Driftfish anthology launch at the ONCA Gallery, Brighton, part of Do You Speak Seagull? season.

Poem published in Salopeot
Poem (Curbar Gap) published in Salopeot Issue 162 Winter 2016

Haibun published in Contemporary Haibun Online
Two haibun (geese, Skeleton Wood) published in Contemporary Haibun Online 12.4.
http://contemporaryhaibunonline.com/pages124/Gardiner_Skeleton.html

Haiku published in Under the Basho
Modern haiku (blackberries, cockerel, Fuji blossom, Pompeii, Rusunoki) published in Under the Basho 2016.

Haiku published in Under the Basho
Personal Best haiku (distant hill) published in Under the Basho 2016.
Haiku published in Brass Bell
Haiku (house of wax) published in Brass Bell HomePlace issue, December 2016.
http://brassbellhaiku.blogspot.co.uk/2016/12/homeplace-collection-of-small-poems.html

Haiku published in Under the Basho
One line haiku (fly fisherman, grasshopper moods) published in Under the Basho 2016.

Haiku published in Hedgerow
Tokyo haiku (field crickets, Fuji view, Japanese spa) published in Hedgerow Issue 100.
https://hedgerowpoems.wordpress.com/2016/12/16/100/

Haibun published in The Other Bunny
Haibun (night of the murdered poets) published in The Other Bunny.
https://theotherbunny.wordpress.com/2017/01/02/night-of-the-murdered-poets/

Haibun published in The Other Bunny
Haibun (the sundance kid) published in The Other Bunny.
https://theotherbunny.wordpress.com/2016/12/19/the-sundance-kid/

Children's haiku poetry judge's report
Woodbridge Youth Poetry Festival children's haiku competition judge's report in Woodbridgetan Weekly Vol 27 No. 8, 3 winning poems and 7 commended included
http://us12.campaign-archive2.com/?u=3f9e4262178f82a4d5060d9b0&id=8f3085c250

Tanka prose published in Common Ground anthology
Tanka prose (obsession x 2 tanka, archangel, 1 tanka) published in Earth: Our Common Ground anthology (Skylark Books)

Poetry workshop Woodbridge Youth Poetry Festival
Led 'Turning Japanese' poetry workshop (haiku for beginners) and judged competition on 2nd November 2016 at Woodbridge Youth Poetry Festival at Woodbridge School.

Haiku published in Sonic Boom
Haiku (railroad worm) published in Sonic Boom 7.
http://media.wix.com/ugd/61020d_cc584f6dc71f4b8aa182fa0c37682ec8.pdf

Haiku published in Brass Bell
Haiku (family) published in Brass Bell.
http://brassbellhaiku.blogspot.co.uk/2016/11/family-haiku.html

Haiku published in Frogpond
Haiku (smaller cairn) published in Frogpond 39.3.
Photograph on Pop My Mind
Photograph (isolation) published on Pop My Mind. http://www.popmymind.com/content/820

Haiga on Pop My Mind

Poem published in Words Down The Line
Poem (cormorant) published in Words Down The Line.

Haiku published in Driftfish anthology
Haiku (trawler gulls) published in Driftfish anthology (Zoomorphic).

Political haiku in Haiku for Change

Poetry reading Pump and Grind, Ipswich
Read the glasshouse, the lake lies and Yarmouth rock in Get on the Soapbox Open Mic at the Pump and Grind for National Poetry Day on 6th October 2016.

Poetry reading Aldeburgh Lookout
Read a letter from the butterfly garden at Aldeburgh Lookout for National Poetry Day on 6th October 2016.

Tanka published in Neon Graffiti anthology
Tanka (kestrel, moth wings) published in Neon Graffiti: Tanka Poetry of Urban Life anthology (Kei Books)

Tanka sequence published in Atlas Poetica
Sequence of Shakespeare tanka (ghosts, 3 tanka each) with Felixstowe poet Alexandra Davis published in Atlas Poetica, Issue 27

Poetry reading Alde Valley Festival
Read poems (ticks, whistle and I'll come to you) at Alde Valley Festival, 1st October 2016.

Haiku published in The Heron's Nest
Haiku published in Akitsu Quarterly
Haiku (rabbit moon, summit shrine) published in Akitsu Quarterly Winter 2016 issue

Poems published in Suspect Device punk fanzine
Poems (the winter garden, the lost generation and limbo) published in Suspect Device online fanzine

Haiku written in Basho Museum, Tokyo
Haiku (autumn crickets) written and left in Basho Museum, Tokyo, 24th September 2016

Haiku published in Brass Bell
Tokyo haiku (palace swans) published in Brass Bell October 2016
http://brassbellhaiku.blogspot.co.uk/2016/10/haiku-written-on-september-22-2016.html.

Poetry reading Ferry Tales, Brandon
Three haibun (flintknapper's ghost, Santon Downham, ticks) read at Ferry Tales event, Brandon, 18th September 2016.

Tanka published in One Man's Maple Moon
Tanka (honking geese) translated into Chinese in One Man's Maple Moon

Poem published in Salopeot

Haiku published in Blithe Spirit
Four haiku (blind summit, crackle, graduation day and storm clouds) published in Blithe Spirit 26.4

Tanka published in Ribbons
Tanka (Tandle Hill) published in Ribbons 12.3, Journal of the Tanka Society of America

Tanka published in TSA Anthology
Tanka (dust storm) published in Tanka Society of America 2016 members' anthology 'Ripples in the Sand'

Haiku published in Presence
Haiku (donkey ride, thrift) published in Presence 56
Haibun published in Contemporary Haibun Online
Haibun (Kingairloch, 4 haiku) published in Contemporary Haibun Online 12.3
http://contemporaryhaibunonline.com/pages123/Gardiner_kingairloch.html

Haiku featured in Daily Haiku
Haiku (distant hill) featured in Daily Haiku

Haiku published in Acorn
Haiku (winter rain) published in Acorn Issue 37

Tanka and tanka prose published in Skylark
Tanka (space station, sand castle) and tanka prose (Ben Lettery) published in Skylark 4.2

Haiku and haibun published in Akitsu Quarterly
Haiku (Saturn's rings, wart-biter) and haibun (ticks) published in Akitsu Quarterly Fall 2016 issue

Haiku published in The Mainichi, Japanese newspaper
Haiku (old man's beard) published in Japanese newspaper, The Mainichi, 16th July 2016
http://mainichi.jp/english/articles/20160622/p2g/00m/0fe/105000c

Tanka sequence published in The Bamboo Hut
Childhood tanka sequence with Alexandra Davis (3 tanka) published in The Bamboo Hut 2016

Haiku published in Brass Bell
Kitchen haiku (evening mist) published in Brass Bell September 2016
http://brassbellhaiku.blogspot.co.uk/2016/09/kitchen-haiku.html

Mention in Resurgence and Ecologist Magazine
Mentioned in Resurgence and Ecologist Magazine Issue 297 July/August 2016 as Felixstowe Community Nature Reserve poet.

Haiku published in HSA Anthology
Haiku (summer seeds) published in Haiku Society of America members' anthology - Full of Moonlight.

Haiku published in BHS Anthology
Haiku (first light) published in British Haiku Society 2016 members' anthology - Beginning

Haiku published in Blithe Spirit
Three haiku (robin's nest, wasp gall, Bill's mothers) published in Blithe Spirit 26.3
Haiku published in World Haiku Review

Poems published in Glimpses of Felixstowe
Poems (whistle and I'll come to you, second skin haibun) published in Glimpses of Felixstowe anthology.

Poetry reading Felixstowe Book Festival
Read for Felixstowe Café Poets at Felixstowe Book Festival at Orwell Hotel on 25th June 2016.

Haiku published in Butterfly Dream

Senryu published in Dead Snakes
Senryu sequence (Punku, 6 haiku) published in Dead Snakes http://deadsnakes.blogspot.co.uk/2016/06/tim-gardiner-punku.html.

Haibun published in Contemporary Haibun Online
Haibun (Sad Hill, 1 haiku) published in Contemporary Haibun Online 12.2 http://contemporaryhaibunonline.com/pages122/Gardiner_Sad.html.

Haibun published in Dead Snakes
Haibun (Santon Downham, 1 haiku) published in Dead Snakes http://deadsnakes.blogspot.co.uk/2016/06/tim-gardiner-two-poems.html.

Poem published in Salopeot
Poem (reflections in the loch) published in Salopeot Issue 160 Summer 2016

Haiku sequence published in Dead Snakes
Chernobyl haiku sequence (Pripyat pioneers, 5 haiku) published in Dead Snakes http://deadsnakes.blogspot.co.uk/2016/05/tim-gardiner-haiku-sequence.html.

Haiku published in Cattails

Tanka prose published in Haibun Today
Tanka prose (the townhall clock, 2 tanka) published in Haibun Today 10.2 http://haibuntoday.com/ht102/TP_Gardiner_TheTownhall.html.
Haiku published in Brass Bell
Haiku (river riffles) published in Brass Bell Haiku Journal May 2016 issue
http://brassbellhaiku.blogspot.co.uk/2016/05/small-things.html

Tanka prose published in Essex Naturalist
Tanka prose (a dusting of daffodils, 3 tanka) published in Essex Naturalist Vol. 33

Haiku published in Great Yarmouth Mercury
Haiku in memoriam (cormorants) published in Great Yarmouth Mercury 22nd April 2016

Haiku included in Cherry Blossom Collection
Haiku (fragile petal) translated into Bulgarian featured in 101 Cherry Blossom Haiku 2016, a collection produced from the Second International Haiku Contest Entries of the Ohanami Festival in Sofia, Bulgaria
https://vidahaiku.wordpress.com/one-hundred-and-one-cherry-blossom-haiku/

Tanka published in Frameless Sky
Tanka (loveless gaze, bonds) published in Frameless Sky Issue 4
http://framelesssky.weebly.com/

Haiku included in Best of the Mainichi 2015
Haiku (peacock butterfly) featured in Best of Mainichi 2015
http://cdn.mainichi.jp/vol1/2016/04/19/20160419p2a00m0na021000q/0.pdf

Poems exhibited at BIG LIT Festival 14-17th April 2016
Haiku and tanka poems exhibited at BIG LIT Festival, April 2016 http://www.biglit.org/

Haiku posted on The Haiku Foundation Blog

Poetry reading SPS Open Mic
Read poems (obsession, Pin Mill pirates, the nothing man) on 15th April 2016 at Suffolk Poetry Society open mic (treasure theme).

Tanka published in Ribbons
Tanka (tears, glow-worm) published in Ribbons 12.2, Journal of the Tanka Society of America

Haiku published in Twelve Rivers
Haiku (Iken) published in Twelve Rivers 7.1 Spring 2016.
Haiku published in Brass Bell

Poetry reading for Manningtree Museum Group
Reading about great uncle's war diary for Manningtree Museum and Local History Group on 30th March 2016 in Manningtree.

Poetry reading Poetry Wivenhoe
Support reader on 24th March 2016 at Poetry Wivenhoe.

Haiku published in Presence
Haiku (rutting season) published in Presence Issue 55.

Haiku published in A Hundred Gourds

Haiku and haibun published in Akitsu Quarterly
Haiku (owl pellet, mountain butterfly) and haibun (flintknapper's ghost) published in Akitsu Quarterly Summer 2016 issue

Tanka published in Tanka Cafe
Tanka (restharrow) published in Tanka Cafe (Ribbons 12.1)

Senryu published in Failed Haiku

Poems published in Blithe Spirit
Haiku/senryu (minotaur beetle, shipping forecast, Angel Eyes) published in Blithe Spirit 26.2

Poem published in Salopeot
Poem (townhall clock) published in Salopeot Issue 159 Spring 2016.

Senryu published in Prune Juice

Haiku published in Sonic Boom
Haiku (escarpment rain) published in Sonic Boom Issue 5 http://media.wix.com/ugd/61020d_bf7db8a42ede480e8acaedef67f4092c.pdf.
Tanka prose published in Haibun Today
Tanka prose (between storms, 2 tanka) published in Haibun Today 10.1

Tanka sequence published in The Bamboo Hut
Tanka sequence (3 tanka) with Alexandra Davis (inspired by Atacama desert) published in The Bamboo Hut Summer 2016

Poem published on Felixstowe Book Festival Blog
Poem (shake hole) published as part of Felixstowe Café Poets 'love' theme on Felixstowe Book Festival blog
http://felixstowebookfestival.co.uk/2667/love5.

Poem published on Felixstowe Book Festival Blog
Poem (oystercatcher) published as part of Felixstowe Café Poets 'love' theme on Felixstowe Book Festival blog
http://felixstowebookfestival.co.uk/2674/love2.

Haibun published in Contemporary Haibun Online
Mallory and Irvine haibun (the second step) published in Contemporary Haibun Online 12.1

Haiku published in Poetry on Frogs e-book
Haiku (frogs) published in Poetry on Frogs e-book published by Fair Acre Press
http://fairacrepress.co.uk/shop/poetry-on-frogs-pdf/.

Haiku published in Poetry on Grey Squirrels e-book
Haiku (squirrels) published in Poetry on Grey Squirrels e-book published by Fair Acre Press
http://fairacrepress.co.uk/shop/poetry-on-grey-squirrels-pdf/.

Poem published in Jitter
Poem (the count) published in horror journal, Jitter Issue 4.

Haiku published in Poetry on Spiders e-book
Haiku (false widow, wasp spider, silk shroud) in Poetry on Spiders e-book published by Fair Acre Press
http://fairacrepress.co.uk/shop/poetry-on-spiders-pdf/.

Tanka published in Skylark
Tanka (dark memorial, summerhouse) published in Skylark 4.1.
Tanka sequence published in Country-Side
Return to Skipper's Island tanka sequence (5 previously unpublished) published in Country-Side.

Haiku published in Akitsu Quarterly
Haiku (summit cairn, ghost planes) published in Akitsu Quarterly Spring 2016 issue

Haiku published in Acorn
Haiku (winter common) published in Acorn Issue 36

Haiku published in Words Down The Line
Haiku (Achilles' heel, fossil hunting, ancient stones) published in Wivenhoe railway station newsletter Words Down The Line http://offtherailswivenhoe.blogspot.co.uk/p/words-down-line.html

Tanka sequence published in Ribbons
Tanka sequence (two tanka) with Alexandra Davis (inspired by Terence Cuneo paintings) published in Ribbons 12.1, Journal of the Tanka Society of America

Haiku published in The Heron's Nest
Haiku (gulls) published in The Heron's Nest 18.1
http://www.theheronsnest.com/March2016/haiku-p2.html

Europe's Top 100 Haiku Poets 2015
Included in list of Europe's Top 100 Haiku Poets for 2015
http://haikueuropot.blogspot.co.uk/2015/12/the-european-top-100-haiku-authors-in_66.html

Haiku published in The Mainichi, Japanese newspaper
Haiku (peacock butterfly) published in Japanese newspaper, The Mainichi
http://mainichi.jp/english/articles/20150623/p2g/00m/0fe/102000c

Senryu published in Failed Haiku
Two senryu (childhood, toy store) published in Failed Haiku, Issue 1.1

Tanka published in Hedgerow Journal
One tanka (warthogs) published in Hedgerow Journal, Issue 60, 2015 with Alexandra Davis.
https://hedgerowpoems.wordpress.com/2015/12/18/60/

Tanka published in Spent Blossoms anthology
Two tanka (oyster, windowsill fly) published in Tanka Society of America Anthology, Spent Blossoms, 2015.
Haiku published in Akitsu Quarterly
Two haiku (gooseberries, corncrake) published in Akitsu Quarterly, winter edition, 2015.

Haiku published in A Splash of Water anthology
Haiku (water scorpion) published in Haiku Society of America Anthology 2015, A Splash of Water

Haiku published in Sonic Boom
Haiku (snow spider) published in Sonic Boom anniversary edition, issue #4
http://media.wix.com/ugd/61020d_68f21e0661dc4d79bb3ea5ccc1a950df.pdf

Poems published in Gogyoshi Monthly
Five poems (blackbird, sharks' teeth, sea aster, fell runner, green lane) published in Gogyoshi Monthly Issue 1
http://issuu.com/stevewilkinson4/docs/issue_one/11?e=18906724/30803390

Haiku published in The Wind That Blows Through Us
Several haiku appear in British Haiku Society book on haiku and well-being alongside commentary.

Haiku published in The Heron's Nest
Haiku (swallowtail) published in The Heron's Nest 17.4

Haiku published in Modern Haiku

Haiku published in A Hundred Gourds
Two one line haiku poems (wasp sting, fell funner) published in A Hundred Gourds Issue 5.1, 2015.
http://www.ahundredgourds.com/ahg51/haiku08.html

Haiku published in Blithe Spirit

Haiku published in BHS 'Edge' anthology
Haiku (Lovers' Leap) published in British Haiku Society 'Edge' Anthology 2015

Poems published in Blithe Spirit
Four haiku (summer downpour, viaduct, forget-me-nots, summit vista) published in Blithe Spirit 25.4, journal of the British Haiku Society.
Tanka sequence published in Atlas Poetica
Sequence of three tanka (coast) with Felixstowe poet Alexandra Davis published in Atlas Poetica, Issue 24

Haiku published in Under The Basho

Haiku published in Under The Basho

Poem published in Salopeot
Poem (Old Knobbley) published in Salopeot Issue 158 Winter 2015.

Poem published in Inwood Indiana

Tanka published in Ribbons

Haiku published in Acorn
Haiku (wild pear) published in Acorn 35

Poem published in Dual Coast Magazine
Poem (separate song) published in Dual Coast Magazine Issue 3.

Tanka published in Atlas Poetica

Senryu published in Prune Juice

Poetry reading Aldeburgh Poetry Festival (open mic)
Read poems (beach road calls, the lake lies) on 6th November 2015 at Aldeburgh Poetry Festival open mic.
Poetry reading Natural History Museum
Read poem (insect emptiness) on 4th November 2015 at Orthopterists' meeting at Natural History Museum.

Haiku published in Presence
Haiku (summit scramble) published in Presence 54

Haiku published in Brass Bell
Morning haiku (silent sunrise) published in Brass Bell
http://brassbellhaiku.blogspot.co.uk/2015/11/morning-haiku.html

Tanka published in Skylark
Two tanka (Coniston, bigfoot) published in Skylark 3.2.

Haiku published in Presence
Haiku (adder skin) published in Presence 53

Poem posted on The Membranes facebook page
Poem (dark matter) featured on The Membranes (post punk band) facebook page 8th October 2015
https://www.facebook.com/theMembranes/posts/10153710137869185?pnref=story

Haiku published in Under The Basho
Two haiku (Alone House, wasps) published in Under The Basho 2015 edition

Haiku featured on Paper Swans
Haiku (supermoon) featured on Paper Swans as part of National Poetry Day 2015
http://paperswans.co.uk/

Poetry reading Aldeburgh Beach Lookout
Read poems (dark matter, dark energy) on 8th October 2015 on the steps of Aldeburgh Beach Lookout
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xh_MsNE1094

Poetry reading at Essex Poetry Festival
Poetry reading (one of three Essex poets in afternoon session) at the Essex Poetry Festival's Big Day of Poetry at Cramphorn Theatre in Chelmsford on 3rd October 2015.

Haiku published in Brass Bell
Happiness haiku (winter rain) published in Brass Bell
http://brassbellhaiku.blogspot.co.uk/2015/10/happiness-haiku_1.html

Poems published in The Seventh Quarry
Three poems (Boudica, the devil's mark, bottles) published in The Seventh Quarry.
**Haiku published in Observations**
Two haiku (marjoram scent, mother hill) published in Observations Issue 42, Journal of the Derby Natural History Society

**Haiku published in Bottle Rockets**
Haiku (daisy chain) published in Bottle Rockets Issue 34

**Poem posted on The Membranes facebook page**
Published poem (dark energy) featured on The Membranes (post punk band) facebook page 19th Sept
2015 https://www.facebook.com/theMembranes/posts/10153675134519185?comment_id=10153675149724185&if_t=feed_comment

**Poems published in The Seventh Quarry**
Three poems (a lady's heart, dark energy, the lake lies) published in The Seventh Quarry Issue 22 2015.

**Review published in White Admiral**
Review of Wilderness with poem (Dedham Veil) published in White Admiral.

**Review published in Norfolk Natterjack**

**Poetry competition judge's report published in British Naturalist**
Haiku poetry competition results (acting as judge) published in summer/autumn issue of British Naturalist, newsletter of the British Naturalists’ Association.

**Tanka published in The Bamboo Hut**

**Poem published in Brass Bell**
Stone circle haiku published in Brass Bell
http://brassbellhaiku.blogspot.co.uk/2015/09/september-issue-one-line-haiku.html

**Poem published in Salopeot**

**Poems published in Blithe Spirit**
Four haiku (funhouse, old café, lock gate fern, poetic voices) published in Blithe Spirit 25.3, journal of the British Haiku Society.
Tanka published in Ribbons

Poem published in Presence
One haiku (hilltop fort) published in Presence 52 http://haiku-presence.50webs.com/index.html

Tanka published in Skylark
One tanka (gulls) published in Skylark 3.1.

Short story published in Country-Side magazine
Short story (the unknown cricket) published in Country-Side magazine Vol. 34 (2), Spring and Summer 2015

Poetry reading Felixstowe Book Festival
Read for Felixstowe Café Poets at Felixstowe Book Festival at Orwell Hotel on 27th June 2015.

Poem published in Poetry Quarterly
Poem, Nightingale Gardens, published in summer issue of Poetry Quarterly Summer 2015

Tanka published in One Man's Maple Moon
Tanka (geese shadows) translated into Chinese in One Man's Maple Moon
http://neverendingstoryhaikutanka.blogspot.co.uk/2016/03/one-mans-maple-moon-geese-shadows-tanka.html

Haiku published in Acorn
One haiku (grasshoppers) published in Acorn Spring Issue 34.

Haiku published in Asahi Shimbun, Japanese newspaper

Poem published in Plum Tree Tavern
Nightingale Place published in Plum Tree Tavern http://theplumtreetavern.blogspot.co.uk/2015/06/nightingale-place.html

Poetry reading 2nd Suffolk Poetry Festival
Read for Felixstowe Café Poets and Arlingtons Poetry Café at 2nd Suffolk Poetry Festival at the John Peel Centre on 30th May 2015.
Poems published in Blithe Spirit
Two haiku (rose bud, pylons) published in Blithe Spirit 25.2, journal of the British Haiku Society.

Tanka published in Soft Thunder Anthology
One tanka (nightjars) published in BHS Tanka Anthology as one of the runners up in BHS Tanka Awards 2014/15.

Poems published in Awakening Anthology
Sequence of 10 haiku (the Mayflower Line) and poem (Holbrook no more) in Awakening Anthology, produced by Felixstowe Café Poets.

Haiku sequence published in Salopeot
Sequence of 12 haiku (Gone to Earth) published in Salopeot 156, Summer 2015.

Tanka published in The Bamboo Hut
Six tanka published in The Bamboo Hut http://en.calameo.com/read/002479077d7593885574a

Haiku poetry walk and competition at BNA conference, Epping Forest 9th April 2015
Ran a haiku poetry nature walk and competition at the British Naturalists' Association Conference at Forest School on 9th May, winning and commended poems to be published in Country-Side magazine.

Children's Writer in Residence at Chesterfield Pollination Conference 30th April 2015
Children's story and poetry read as Writer in Residence at Bumblebee Conservation Trust Pollination Conference in Chesterfield http://bumblebeconservation.org/get-involved/events-calendar/conference-pollinating-the-peak

Poems exhibited at Wenlock Poetry Festival 25th April 2015
Haiku poems exhibited at Wenlock Poetry Festival with Cabinet of Curiosity, April 25th 2015 http://www.wenlockpoetryfestival.org/event/cabinet-curiosity/

Poems exhibited at BIG LIT Festival 16-19th April 2015
Haiku and tanka poems exhibited at BIG LIT Festival, April 2015 http://www.biglit.org/

Tanka published in Zoomorphic

Haiku published in Asahi Shimbun, Japanese newspaper
Haiku published in Butterfly Dream
Haiku (starling murmuration) translated into Chinese in Butterfly Dream
http://neverendingstoryhaikutanka.blogspot.ca/2016/02/butterfly-dream-starling-haiku-by-tim.html

Haiku posted in Earthrise Rolling Haiku

Haiku posted on The Haiku Foundation Blog
Eight haiku (Earthrise: theme light) on THF blog to mark International Haiku Poetry Day, April 17th 2015 http://www.thehaikufoundation.org/2015/04/13/getting-closer/#comment-25398

Poetry reading Felixstowe Café Poets
Read two poems (the Hawstead hedge, Adlestrop again) on 16th April 2015 at Felixstowe Café Poets, Orwell Hotel.

Haiku sequence published in Jawline Review

Poetry reading Desert Island Poems, Bury
Read poem by Terry Waite (the homeless) on 10th April 2015 at Friends Meeting House, Bury.

Microfiction in What's Your Story Exhibition
Microfiction (five 10 word stories) in What's Your Story Exhibition at the University of Essex, 25th March 2015. http://www.essex.ac.uk/ohsas/whats_your_story/

Haiku published in Akitsu Quarterly

Poem published in Hawstead Journal
Poem (the Hawstead hedge) published in Hawstead Journal, January/February 2016 http://www.hawstead-parish-council.co.uk/documents/hawstead-journal/2016/

Tanka (geese shadows) published in A Hundred Gourds
Tanka published in A Hundred Gourds
Haiku sequence published in Est
Haiku sequence (the Medusa steps, 9 poems) published in Est anthology, Dunlin Press.

Poem published in Salopeot
One poem (Adlestrop again) published in Salopeot 155, Spring 2015.

Poem published in Presence
One haiku (mountain ash) published in Presence 51 http://haiku-presence.50webs.com/index.html

Poem published in Inwood Indiana
One poem (the lost generation) published in Inwood Indiana, Crossroads
http://inwoodindiana.com/about/

Poems published in Blithe Spirit
One haiku (starling murmuration) and one tanka (honking geese) published in Blithe Spirit 25.1, journal of the British Haiku Society.

Tanka published in Atlas Poetica
Five tanka (Skipper's Island) published in Atlas Poetica, Issue 20 http://atlaspoetica.org/?p=1374

Flash fiction published in Ten Word Journal

Poem (death row) published in Dead Snakes
Poem (death row) about greyhounds published in Dead Snakes
http://deadsnakes.blogspot.co.uk/2014/12/tim-gardiner-poem.html

Poem published in Frogpond
Haiku (loneliness) published in Frogpond 37.3, journal of the Haiku Society of America.

Poem (limbo) published in I Am Waiting Poetry Series

Haiku sequence (Malvern memories) published in Country-Side
Sequence of 18 haiku poems published in Country-Side 34.1, magazine of the British Naturalists' Association
Poem published in Brass Bell
Winter haiku published in Brass Bell [link]

Tanka published in Hedgerow Journal
One tanka (loneliness of winter) published in Hedgerow Journal, Issue 8, 2014. It can be read at [link]

Haiku published in Blithe Spirit

Short story (Lentil Soup) published in Lost Paper
Flash fiction story (less than 100 words) published in Lost Paper [link]

Poem published in Hedgerow Journal
One haiku (sea horses) published in Hedgerow Journal, Issue 7, 2014. It can be read at [link]

Poem published in Haiku Journal
One haiku (black cricket) published in Haiku Journal magazine, Issue 32, 2014. It can be read at [link]

Poems published in Brass Bell
Two tea haiku published in Brass Bell [link]

Haiku sequence (Halloween) published in Dead Snakes
Sequence of 3 haiku about Halloween published [link]

Haiku sequence (Phoenix rising) published in Dead Snakes
Sequence of 10 haiku about brownfield habitats published [link]

Poems published in Three Line Poetry
Two Haiku (derelict stile and small acorns) published in Three Line Poetry, Issue 28 [link]

Haiku sequence (passing clouds) published in Dead Snakes
Sequence of 8 haiku about Brecon Beacons published [link]
Poem published in Haiku Journal
One haiku (Brimstone butterflies) published in Haiku Journal magazine, Issue 31, 2014. It can be read at http://haikujournal.org/e-issues/

Poems published in Touching the Tide news

Poems published in Metaleptea
Four haiku (scarce songs) to be published in Metaleptea, the newsletter of the Orthopterists' Society http://140.247.119.225/OrthSoc/metaleptea.html.

Haiku sequence (orchid Eden) published in Essex Field Club Newsletter

Haiku published in UFO Gigolo

Poem published in Tanka Journal

Poem published in Savage Hearts

Poem published in Savage Hearts
Haiku (paths we've travelled) in Savage hearts https://twitter.com/TimGardiner3/status/507976278008672257.

Haiku sequence (edge to edge) published in Dead Snakes
Sequence of 15 haiku about Peak District published http://deadsnakes.blogspot.co.uk/2014/08/tim-gardiner-edge-to-edge-haiku-sequence.html.

Poem published in Savage Hearts
Poems published in Savage Hearts
Two haiku (looming overhead) in Savage hearts
https://twitter.com/TimGardiner3/status/505432162402045953

Poem published in Savage Hearts
One haiku (devil's backbone) in Savage hearts
https://twitter.com/TimGardiner3/status/504583083585454080

Poem published in Three Line Poetry

Poem (East of Arras) published in Salopeot

Poem published in Savage Hearts
One haiku (she alone) in Savage hearts
https://twitter.com/TimGardiner3/status/502876979532926976

Poem published in Savage Hearts
One haiku (merely existing) in Savage hearts
https://twitter.com/TimGardiner3/status/502550880424833025

Poem published in Savage Hearts
One haiku (faded faces) in Savage hearts
https://twitter.com/TimGardiner3/status/502187160989351937

Poem published on VerseWrights
Poem (cricket by the castle) published on VerseWrights (18th August) http://www.versewrights.com/tim-gardiner.html

Contributed poem to Renku sequence from BHS spring gathering
Contributed a two line poem (fire in your eyes) to a group Renku sequence started at the British Haiku Society Spring Gathering on 6-8th June 2014 at Cliff College in the Peak District. Poem published in Blithe Spirit 24.3.

World War 1 haiku sequence published in Blithe Spirit
Poem published in Savage Hearts
One tanka (escape into you) in Savage hearts https://twitter.com/TimGardiner3/status/501038366088257537

Poem published in Savage Hearts
One haiku (beyond the pain) in Savage hearts https://twitter.com/TimGardiner3/status/500742127140491265

Tanka poem published in The Brief
One tanka (heron's nest) published in The Brief, newsletter of the British Haiku Society

Breydon Water postcard published in Camel Saloon Gallery
Breydon Water photo published in Camel Saloon http://camelsaloonpostcards.blogspot.co.uk/

Poem published in The Neglected Ratio

Poem published in Savage Hearts
One poem (sit among the dead) published in Savage hearts https://twitter.com/TimGardiner3/status/494241380727025664

Flash fiction published in Ten Word Journal

Poems published in Three Line Poetry
Two haiku published in Three Line Poetry, Issue 26, 2014 inspired by Baslow Edge in the Peak District. They can be read in online Issue 26 at http://threelinepoetry.com/free-issues/

Poem published in Poetry Quarterly

Poem published (the glasshouse) in The Vortice
Poem published in The Vortice, Eye of the Needle Series http://theeyeoftheneedlevortice.blogspot.co.uk/

Curbar Edge one line haiku sequence published in Camel Saloon
Three one line haiku poems published in Camel Saloon http://thecamelsaloon.blogspot.co.uk/2014/07/curbar-edge.html
Cold Fire haiku sequence published in UFO Gigolo
Haiku sequence (8 poems) published in UFO Gigolo
http://ufogigolo.blogspot.co.uk/2014/06/tim-gardiner-ufo-haiku-sequence.html

Two haiku on bunting flags
Two haiku (with others from British Haiku Society) on flags for the world record bunting attempt (11000 m) run by the Compton Verney Galley